Our anniversary countdown is on! Throughout our history we've been doing sustainable projects. In 2000 we did
a project for AVR, suppoting the client's environmental developments. The story tells how our over 19-year long
relationship with AVR started - enjoy reading!
In the year 2000, industrial area Rotterdam Europoort has
gained a new production facility, which clearly shows that
creative thinking and new processes can lead to both
economically and environmentally attractive solutions. We
assisted AVR company with state-of-the-art water projects.
In meeting market demands waste recycling company AVR,
based in Rotterdam Europoort in the Netherlands, has been
extending its package of professional recycling services over the
past years. 'After a study carried out together with Tebodin five
years ago the firm developed a plan for large-scale processing of
waste water from a number of large chemical industries', says Mr
Koos Oskam, AVR senior project manager. ‘The concept
initially resulted in a water incineration installation to handle waste
water containing organics, sodium and partly molybdenum'.
'Further studies revealed that the combination of this incineration
installation with a demi water production facility was very
interesting from a market and environmental point of view. The
heat released from the incineration process could possibly be
useful for the evaporating installation in which the demi water
is produced. This drew the attention to the replacement of our
existing - technically outdated - facility'.
Today, over 19 years later, AVR is still our cherished client.
Check the link below to watch the video of a recent project
for AVR:

>>>> First of a kind CO2 capture project at AVR
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Project highlights
The total investment amounts to approx. NLG 200 million.
The installation represents a unique combination of waste
treatment (incinerators), energy and water recovery, recycling
(molybdenum recovery) and water production (MED and reversed
osmosis). Tebodin’s scope included the initial studies and basic
design; environmental impact report and permit application; EPCMrealisation of the incineration and demi water production facilities;
design and engineering of foundations and other civil works;
engineering of storage and utility systems.

Process hurdles
Before that stage was reached many process-related problems had to
be solved. 'For example, the fact that the water-saturated flue gases
from the incineration process have a temperature of ca. 90°C', Tebodin
engineering manager Mr Rob Merks explains. 'Heat recovery at
such a low temperature is unusual. In heat recovery installations steam
of over 100°C is generally used. In our case vacuum steam of 75°C is
generated with its own specific demands. We have had to take many
process hurdles to ensure that the energetic advantages of the
combination would not be undone'.

New project approach
In the meantime AVR had started up the realisation of the water
incineration installation. The project was based on a lump sum
EPCM contract (Engineering, Procurement and Construction
Management) with Tebodin with an incentive on the total
investment. This was a new project approach for AVR, which
was tested by unexpected changes during project execution,
requiring an adjustment of the technical scope and time
schedule. 'It created an area of tension', says Mr Oskam,
'which demanded quite some flexibility from all parties involved.
It was not always easy, but definitely a challenge. The result is
an advanced as well as an impressive installation, designed and
built below the budget and which could be started up in time to
meet our contractual obligations towards the suppliers of waste
water'.
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